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The perpendicular category of a partial tilting module is studied, in particular 
that of a regular module over a hereditary algebra preferably of wild representation 
type. The results are used to establish the existence of a unique preprojective 
component for a large class of tilted algebras. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let R be a commutative field and A be a finite dimensional R-algebra. 
Denote by mod A the category of right A-modules which are finite dimen- 
sional over R. Following Happel and Ringel [ 111, a module T, is called 
a tilting modzde, if p.d. T, < 1, Exti( T, T) = 0 and there exists a short exact 
sequence 
with T’ and T” being finite direct sums of direct summands of T,.,. Tilting 
theory relates the representation theory of A and that of B= End TA, 
generalizing the reflection process for tensor algebras [6]. If A is 
hereditary, then B is called a tilted algebra. If, in addition, T, is either 
preprojective or preinjective, then B is called a concealed algebra and its 
representation theory is very similar to that of A. The main result of this 
paper is 
THEOREM A. Let A be a connected representation-infinite hereditary 
algebra and T, be a tilting module without non-zero preinjective direct 
summands. Then the A&under-Reiten quiver of End T, has precisely one 
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preprojective component and that component is the preprojective component 
of a concealed algebra, which has the same representation type as A. 
The theorem implies in particular: 
- If the representation type of the tilted algebra B= End T, is 
different (i.e., simpler) from that of A,’ then the tilting module T, has 
non-zero preprojective as well as non-zero preinjective direct summands 
L-141. 
- Every tilted algebra has a preprojective component and a 
preinjective component. 
The proof uses as a reduction process the perpendicular category as 
introduced by Geigle and Lenzing [lo]. The perpendicular category S’ of 
a module S,’ is the full subcategory of mod A containing precisely those 
modules X,, which satisfy Ext:(S, X) =0 for k = 0, 1. Before proving 
Theorem A, we study the perpendicular category of a partial tilting module 
S,, that is, a module with Exti(S, S) = 0 and p.d. S < 1. We proceed in the 
following fashion. 
After collecting basic definitions and facts in Section 1, the main proper- 
ties of the left adjoint functor, attached to the perpendicular category of a 
partial tilting module, are given in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove for an 
indecomposable partial tilting module S,, which is contained in a wing 
[17], that SI is the coproduct of the following two categories: 
- the category, which is perpendicular to the subwing generated 
by S; 
- the module category of a full triangular matrix algebra over a 
division ring. 
Starting with Section 4, the algebra A is assumed to be hereditary. We 
show that the algebras C(S) and C(r,S), whose module category are Sl 
and (r,S)‘, respectively, can be obtained from each other by a finite 
sequence of reflections [ 11. We show in Section 5 that the algebras C(S) 
for S either in the r,-orbit of an indecomposable projective module P, or 
in the t,-orbit of the injective hull of top P have all the same unoriented 
valued graph. In Section 6 we prove 
THEOREM B. Let A be an connected hereditary algebra and S, be an 
indecomposable regular partial tilting module with S1 + S2 -+ . . . + S, _ 1 + 
S, = S a maximal chain of irreducible monomorphisms. Then ( @ 7=, S,)’ is 
the module category of a connected hereditary algebra, which inherits its 
representation type from A. 
Finally, in Section 7, Theorem A and its corollaries are proven. 
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The results have been announced in [20] and at the Ottawa-Moosonee 
Workshop in Algebra, August 1987. I thank Professor V. Dlab for his 
advice, his various suggestions, and his constant support of my work. I also 
thank Professor H. Lenzing and Dr. W. Geigle for many discussions on the 
subject and helpful suggestions concerning the presentation of the material. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a commutative field and A be a finite dimensional R-algebra. 
Denote by mod A the category of right A-modules which are finite dimen- 
sional over 5% The following notations for a module X, E mod A are used: 
The number of indecomposable direct summands of X,-denoted by 
n(X,,)-is defined by a decomposition 
4-Y) 
xz @ x:, 
I=1 
where the X,‘s are non-zero, indecomposable, and pairwise non-isomorphic 
modules and x, > 1. We call X, a brick, if End X, is a division ring. The 
modules X, and Y, are called orthogonal, if Hom,(X, Y) = 0 = 
Hom,( Y, X). We say that X= @ := 1 X, is il sum of orthogonal bricks, if 
each X, is a brick and the X,‘s are pairwise orthogonal. An indecomposable 
direct summand S, of X, is called a sink summand of X,, if Hom,(S, U) = 0 
for any indecomposable direct summand U, of X,, which is not 
isomorphic to S,. Note that a sink summand corresponds to a source of 
the oriented graph of End X,. The module X, is called a partial tilting 
module, if p.d. X, < 1 and Ext>(X, X) = 0. 
We denote by D =Hom,(-, si) the duality between right and left 
A-modules. We shall freely use the notation of Auslander-Reiten transla- 
tions zA = D Tr and 5;’ = Tr D, Auslander-Reiten sequences, and the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver T(A) of A as can be found in [2,9, 171. Recall 
from [17] that a component % of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A is 
called preprojective (preinjectiue), if % has only finitely many r,-orbits, each 
containing a projective (injective) module, and there are no oriented cycles 
of irreducible maps in %. For a hereditary algebra A the modules contained 
in the z,-orbit of a projective (injective) module are called preprojective 
(preinjective). The indecomposable preprojective modules over a connected 
hereditary algebra form a preprojective component. Frequently we shall 
use [ll, 2.5 Lemma] and [3, 2.2 Lemma]: 
1.1. PROPOSITION. The following statements hold true for XE mod A: 
(a) The module X, satisfies p.d. X < 1 zf and only if Hom,(DA, zA X) 
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= 0. In that case t,Xg D ExtL(X, A) and Ext:(X, Y) r D Hom,( Y, rA X) 
for all YE mod A. 
(b) Dually, the module X, satisfies i.d. X< 1 !f and only iJ 
Hom,(z;‘X, A) = 0. In that case .r,‘Xz Extl(DX, A) and Ext:( Y, X) 2 
D Hom,(z; ‘X, Y) for all YE mod A. 
Each module X, determines the following full subcategories of mod A: 
add(X) = { Y % a direct sum of direct summands of X}; 
9(X)= {YEmod A:Hom,(X, Y)=O}; 
9(X)= (Y~mod A:Exta(X, Y)=O}; 
X’=(Y~rnodA:Ext>(X, Y)=Ofort=O,l}; 
and 
The subcategories P(X), 9(X), Xl, and ‘X are closed under extensions 
and direct summands. The category 9(X) is closed under submodules. 
If p.d. X< 1, then 3(X) is closed under factor modules. The category 
Xl is called the (right-) perpendicular category of X, following Geigle and 
Lenzing [lo]. From there we have 
1.2. LEMMA (Geigle-Lenzing). Zf p.d. X< 1, then XL is closed under 
images, kernels, and cokernels in mod A. In particular XL is an abelian 
subcategory of mod A and the inclusion XL E mod A is exact. 
Let 53 be a full subcategory of mod A. Recall that a module X, is called 
V-projective (Q?-injectiue), if XE %? and Exti(X, Y) = 0 (Ext:( Y, X) = 0), for 
all YEV. 
2. THE PERPENDICULAR CATEGORY OF A PARTIAL TILTING MODULE 
Throughout this paragraph SA denotes a partial tilting module. The 
following facts are taken from [IO]: The inclusion functor S’ c mod A has 
a left adjoint 1: mod A --) S’, which is the identity on S’ and annihilates 
modules in ‘(S’). In particular, the S’-projective modules are precisely 
the modules in add(l(A)). Set C= C(S) = End l(A). The map p: A + C, 
induced by 1, is a ring-epimorphism. The categories mod C and S’ are 
equivalent via the functors Hom,(l(A), -) and -Oc l(A). The adjointness 
of 1 allows us to identify the category of C-modules with the category S’. 
Note that C is in general not basic. 
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2.1. Assume that p.d. l(A), < 1. Then, p is a homological 
epimorphism [lo]. In particular, 
(a) Ext’,(X, Y)rExt’,(X, Y) for 1~0 and X, YES’; 
(b) p.d.Xc<p.d. X,<p.d.Xc+l for XES*; 
(c) gl. dim. C < gl. dim. A. 
2.2. Assume that S, = @ ;= i S, is a sum of orthogonal bricks. Let 
E, := End((S,),). Then, the restriction of I to F(S) allows a short exact 
sequence of functors 
b:O---+ Id F(S) alas--+0, 
where s(X) = @:= 1 SF with x, = dim Exti(S,, X),. 
(1) 
PROPOSITION. 1 is exact andfaithful on 9(S). 
Proof: Note that Hom,(S, S(-))zExt:(S, -) on F(S). Thus, 3 is 
exact on F(S) and 1 as well. Let f: X + Y be a homomorphism in F(S) 
with l(f) = 0. The monomorphism pLy assures that f = 0. 1 
Note that Ext>(X, Y) g Exti(l(X), Y) for all i > 0, XE F(S), and 
YES’. Moreover, if SER(X) and YEF(S), then Hom,(l(X), l( Y))r 
Hom,(X, l(Y)) z Hom,(X, Y), where the last isomorphism is given by 
applying Hom,(X, -) to b(Y). Thus, 
COROLLARY. Zf X and S are orthogonal, then End X, z End l(X),. In 
particular l(X) is indecomposable, if X, is indecomposable. 
2.3. Assume that SA = @ ;= i S, is a sum of orthogonal bricks and 
Hom,(S, A) =O. Then I(A)@S is a tilting module. In particular, the 
properties in 2.1 hold true and n(C,) = n(l(A),) = n(A,) - s. Moreover, 
I(A) is Y(S)-projective. 
PROPOSITION. (a) The sequence d(?,Sk) is an Auslander-Reiten 
sequence. 
(b) Ext>(X, l(~~s~))~Ext>(X, S,)for all XES’, l< t<s, and i>O. 
(c) Let T = T’ 0 S be a tilting module with T’ E S’. Then l(~,.,So E 
9(T). For B = End T, the module Exti(T, T~S,)~ r top Hom,(T, S,), is 
inject&e and Hom,( T, l(z, S,)), z rad Hom,( T, S,),. 
(d) The module (SO T’), with T’ E S’ is a tilting module if and only 
ty TL is a tilting module over C, which satisfies ExtL(T’, l(7,S)) = 0. 
481/14411-4 
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Proof (a) Note that rA S, E B(S) and i.d. zA S, < 1 by 1.1. Hence, 





fiqz, S,): 0 -+ z,,g s, + l(z, S,) + s, -+ 0. (3) 
Since &(zASk) does not split, it is an Auslander-Reiten sequence 
[2, Proposition 5.l.b]. 
(b) Let XE SI. Then p.d. S< 1 implies that Hom,(X, z,S,) = 0, and 
i.d. rA S, < 1 implies that Exti(X, z,S,) = 0 for i> 1. Now apply 
Hom,(X, -) to (3). 
(c) From (b) it follows that l(r,S,)~ g(T). Thus, applying 
Hom,( T, -) to the sequence (3) yields an exact sequence 
0 -+ Hom,(T, I(rASt)) -+ Hom,(T, S,) -+ Ext>(T, rAS,) + 0. 
Now Exti(T, zAS,), z (D HomA(SI, T))B z D Hom,(S,, S,) is simple 
and injective. 
(d) Note that for T’ E S’ 
Ext:(T’, S)rExt;(T’, I(r,S))rExt;(T’, I(rAS)) (4) 
by 2.1. Hence, if T’@S is a tilting module with T’E S’, then T’, has the 
claimed properties. Assume conversely, that the tilting module T;3 satisfies 
ExtL( T’, Z(rAS)) = 0. Then T’ 0 S has only trivial self-extensions by (4). 
Applying Hom,(T’, -) to the sequence d(A) yields an exact sequence 
Ext:( T’, $4)) + Ext;( T’, A) + Ext;( T’, I(A)) g Ext;( T’, I(A)). 
Thus, Exti(T’, A) = 0. This and p.d. T> < 2 by 2.1, implies that p.d. 
T; < 1. Certainly, n(T>)=n(T’,)=n-s. Thus, n(T’@S)=n and 
(T’ @ S), is a tilting module. 1 
3. WINGS 
3.1. DEFINITION. (a) A wing of length r is a family 
where each Wi,j is a non-zero indecomposable module and for each pair 
(i,j) satisfying 1 < i < r - 1 and 0 <j< r - i there is a monomorphism 
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Pi,j: wi,j+ wi+l,j and an epimorphism rci,j: Wi, ,,j -+ Wi,j+, such that the 
following sequences are Auslander-Reiten sequences: 
o-w .rl,,w lrl”w. 
c~zJ1 + wi::j@ ,&,::, 
l,J+ 1 - 0; 
(1) 
o+ wi,j 
C-TI.fll-l,,+ll Wi,j+, -+. 
for 2<i<r and O<j<r-i-l. 
(b) The modulus Wi,O (1 G i < r) are called $f-projective, while the 
modules W, _ j, j (0 < j < r - 1) are called -ly-injectiue. 
(c) Each Wk,, E w- determines a subwing w Wk,,) = 
twi,jT Pi,jT Pi,jv 7T’ ‘1 r,~ lii<k;/Cj<k+lLi. 
Note that rAk Wi,jz wi,j+k, whenever the right hand side is contained 
in W. In particular, a projective module in W is W-projective and an 
injective module in W is W-injective. Note that for each W, j E W there are 
short exact sequences 
O+ Wj,+ Wi+j,O+ W~J+O; 
O+ Wi,j+ Wr-j,j+ Wr-i-j,i+j+O 
with the obvious compositions as maps. From [ 16,4.1] we have 
(2) 
(3) 
3.2. PROPOSITION (Ringel). Let dir be a wing of length r and X be an 
indecomposable A-module. 
(a) If x Y wk,i+j-k for all 1 Gk6 i, then Hom,(p,j, X) is an 
epimorphism. 
(b) Zf X 2 Wk,j for all 1 d k d i, then Hom,(X, ni,j- i) is an 
epimorphism. 
The short exact sequences (2) and (3) imply that the projective dimen- 
sion of any module in a wing is bounded from above by the projective 
dimension of the W-injectives modules, while the injective dimension is 
bounded by that of the W-projectives modules. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let YT be a wing of length r. Zfp.d. W,- ,,1 f 1, then 
p.d. Wi,j= 1 for Wi,j~%‘” (W,-,,,). Zf i.d. W,-,,,< 1, then i.d. Wi.j= 1 for 
wi,jEw (wr-l,O). 
ProojI Let p.d. W,- , I , < 1. Let Q be an indecomposable injective 
module. Since Q $ W( W,- i,J, there is a chain of epimorphisms 
HomAQ, W,-,,,) -, HomAQ, W,-,,) --, HomAQ, W,-,,,I 
... -+ Hom.JQ, WZ,r-3) -+ Hom,(Q, WI,,-,). 
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Since the first term is zero by 1.1, so are all terms. Thus, the projective 
dimension of the -tlr( W,. r, ,)-injective modules is bounded by 1. As noticed 
above, this implies that any module in w( W,~- ,, 1) has this property. 
Certainly none of them is projective. The other statement is proven with 
dual arguments. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let SE mod A with p.d. S< 1. Let -w^ be a wing of 
length r such that add(S,) n ~3’. = a. Then W,,, E S’ implies that w E S’. 
Proof: We might assume without loss of generality that S, is indecom- 
posable. Since Ext:(S, -) is right-exact, Exti(S, WY-,,)=0 for all 
1 <k < r - 1. By 3.2 there is a chain of epimorphisms 
O= HomA& u’,,,) -, Hom,(S, W,- ,,,I --, HomAS W,-,A 
... -+Hom,(S, W,,,-,)-*Hom,(S, WI,,_,). 
This shows that the YF-injective modules are in Sl. The sequences (3) 
together with 1.2 show that YY E Sl. 1 
We say a wing YV satisfies the rank condition, if Wi,j~ W,,, implies that 
i= k. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let YY be a wing of length r satisfying the rank condition. 
Let S= W4,r-y with 1 <q < r - 1 satisfy the following three conditions: 
S is a partial tilting module, a brick, and Hom,(S, A) = 0. Set -fy-‘= 
YV( W, _ I,r _ y) and s = @ y= , W,, r _ y. Then S’ admits a decomposition 
S’ =add(YV) LI S’ 
as internal coproduct. Moreover, @ 7:: W,,, _ y is S ‘-projective. 
ProoJ Set p = r - q. Then W,- I,P E S’ by 2.3a. The rank condition 
implies that S .$ -1y’. Thus, %‘“I E SL by 3.4. Let X E S’. Applying 
Hom,(-, X) to the short exact sequence 
o-w 1. P A s”w y-t,l+P -0 (4) 
for 1 < t < r - 1 yields an exact sequence 
Ext:(S,X)-,Exta(W,,,,x,-,Ext:(W,-,,,+,,X). 
Thus, W,,, is Sl-projective by 3.3. Let XE Sl be an indecomposable 
module not contained in $V. The chain of epimorphisms 
O=Hom,(S,X)-,Hom,(W,-,,,,X)-+Hom,(W,-,,,,X) 
... -,Hom,(W,,p,X)-tHom,(W,,p,X) 
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shows that XE SL. The sequences (2) show that Hom,(add(V), Sl) = 0. 
To show that Hom,(S’, add(w’)) = 0, it is enough to show that 
Hom,(Sl, @;I: W,,- fP r) = 0 by (3). Applying Hom,(X, -) to the exact 
sequence 
o+T4wy-,I,p +z,s-+ W+-, +o (5) 
yields an exact sequence 
O=Hom,(X,r,S)+Hom,(X, W,,r-,-l)jExta(X,zAWq_,,p). 
From i.d.r, W,_,, = 1 it follows that Ext:(X, rA Wq-,,J z 
DHom,(W,-,,,X)=O. I 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let S, as in Theorem 3.5. 
(a) It is q < n(A,). 
(b) All Ext-groups between modules in add(w’) and modules in S’ 
are trivial. 
(c) 0 7:: Wt,rpq is a minimal projective generator of add(w’). 
(d) Zf T’ is a projective generator of S’, then n( Ti) = n(A,) - q. 
(e) If W’ is a projective generator of add($P) and T’ is a projective 
generator of Sl, then w’ @ T’ is a projective generator of S’ and any 
projective generator of S’ is of that form. 
(f) Ext’,(X, Wq+l,,--y-,)=Exti(X, S) for all XES’ and i20. 
(g) The algebra End S, is isomorphic to the full q x q triangular 
matrix ring over the division ring End SA. 
(h) Zf there exists some m with q+ 1 <m < r - 1 such that W,,,_, 
satisfies the same three conditions as S in 3.5, then W,,,+,,r--m-, E S’. 
Proof (a) The module S is a partial tilting module. 
(f) From 2.3. 
(8) Let 1 Gs<tdq and P :=~Lt-ll,p~,-2,p...~L,+l,p~,,~: Ws,,+W,,. 
Then we have: 
(i) Hom,(S, tA S) = 0. 
(ii) HomAW,,,, W,,,) =O, since Hom,( WI,pr z,,r- ,) is an 
epimorphism. 
(iii) ,?Z, := End W,,, is a division algebra. 
Assume E, is not a division algebra. Then there exists a non-zero 
tl E E, which is not a splitting epimorphism. Thus, c1 factors over 
~.4Ws.,,,O w.v-I,,. Hence, CI = 0 by (i) and (ii). 
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(iv) Hom,(p, Wtp): Hom,(W,.,, W,,) -, HomAW,,,, W,.) is 
an isomorphism, since it is surjective. 
(v) HomAW,,,, ~1: HomA(W.s,,, W,,,) + HomAW’s., Wt.,) is 
an isomorphism. It is enough to show that Hom,(W,,,, P~,~) for 
s<idt-I isanisomorphism.NotethatExta(W,,,,t,W,+,,,)=Oby(ii). 
Hence, applying Hom,( Ws.p, -) to 
yields the claim. 
(vi) E,r E,. According (iv) and (v), there is a bijective map 
f: E, + E, such that cq = pf(a), which is a ring-homomorphism. 
This shows that End S, is a full triangular matrix ring, whose non-zero 
entries are .,Hom,( Ws,p, Wl,p)E, =E E,. 
(h) We have Wm+l,r--m--l E ( Wm,r-m)’ by 2.3. Applying (a) to 
W,,,‘_-,,, yields, since ~,SE ?Y( W,,,-,), that z..,SE ( W,,,+l,,-,p l)l. Now 
p.d. S= 1 and i.d. r,S= 1 implies that Wm+l,r~m~l ES’. 1 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let S, as in Theorem 3.5. Let T’ E S’. Then 
TA = T’ @ S is a tilting module if and only if T’ = T” @ S such that T” is a 
tilting module in SL with Ex$,( T”, W, + l,r--q- , ) = 0 and SE add(w’) is a 
partial tilting module with n(S,) = q - 1. In that case we have: 
(a) (SO S)l = S’. 
(b) W,-,,,-,~add(S). 
(c) IfB=End TA, then 
where both summands are indecomposable. The first summand is non-zero, 
while the second is trivial if and only if q = 1. 
Proof: Use 2.3. 
4. HEREDITARY ALGEBRAS: THE PERPENDICULAR 
CATEGORY OF THE AUSLANDER-REITEN TRANSLATE 
From now on we assume that A is hereditary. For a full subcategory % 
of mod A, the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules in V 
is denote by ind %7. 
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4.1. PROPOSITION. Assume the module S, has no projective direct sum- 
mands. Then the map 
cp: ind S’ + ind(r,S)’ 
cpv-1 = 
t 
T.4X, if X is non-projective; 
D HomAX, A ), tf X is projective, 
is a bijection. 
Proof: Certainly, rA induces a bijection between non-projective 
modules in ind S1 and non-injective module in ind(r,S)‘. An indecom- 
posable projective module eA satisfies Hom,(r, S, DAe) z D Ext:(S, eA). 
Thus, eA E Sl if and only if DAe E (z,S)‘. 1 
Note that A. Schofield observed similar results in [ 193. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Assume the partial tilting module S = @T= 1 S, is a 
sum of orthogonal bricks and neither S, nor zA S, is projective for 1 < t 6 s. 
Let I’: mod A -+ (7,s)’ be the left adjoint of the inclusion functor and 
c = C(S). 
(a) If P@ w’ is a projective generator .of S’ where P is A-projective, 
while w’ has no A-projective direct summands, then l’(P)@ zA W is a 
projective generator of (zAS)l. Moreover, 1’ preserves indecomposability of 
direct summands of PA. 
(b) Zf A is not Nakayama, then C(z,S) is Morita-equivalent to 
End(W’@r;‘P),. 
(c) Zf A is a Nakayama algebra, then C and C(2,S) are Morita- 
equivalent. 
Proof: (a). Let P’ and P” be indecomposable direct summands of P. 
Then P’ and r,S are orthogonal. Thus, by 2.2, l’(P’) is indecomposable 
and 
Homa(P”, P’) z Hom,(l’(P”), l’(P’)). 
In particular, n(P,)=n(l’(P),). It is easily seen with 4.1, that rA W 
is (r,S)‘-projective. Now, Hom,(l’(P), rA IV’) z Hom,(P, rA W’) g 
D Exta( W’, P) = 0 shows that n(l’(P) @ zA W’) = n - s. 
(b) Let P’ be an indecomposable direct summand of P,. Using the 
short exact sequence 




it is easily seen that I’(P’) is injective, if and only if P’ is projective- 
injective. Thus, 1’( P’) is non-injective and consequently, t; ’ I’( P’) E S I. 
Note that the sequence (1) implies that Hom,(l(A), I’(P’)) % 
Hom,(l(A), P’) = P;.. Thus, 
z,z/$‘(P’)zD Ext;(z,‘I’(P’), 1(A)) 
z D Ext;(r,‘Z’(P’), $4)) z P; 
shows that r;‘l’(P’) = z;‘P’. Hence, 
End(z;‘P@ W’),gEnd(r;‘Z’(P)@ IV’), 
z End(Z’( P) 0 TV W’), . 
(c) Let A be a Nakayama algebra. Let QA be the unique indecom- 
posable projective-injective module. Certainly, QA is S ‘-projective as 
well as (r,S)‘-projective. Morover, l’(Q) z Q. Now Hom,(l’(P’), Q) g 
Hom,(P’, Q) # 0 for P’ an indecomposable direct summand of P. Thus, 
(i) The module l’(P) is projective. 
(ii) The module rA W’ has no projective direct summand. 
Let Pj be the indecomposable projective module with dim, P, = j. Assume 
that r;‘PiEadd(W’) for some Idjdn-1. Then neither P,+,ES’ 
nor P, E S’. Hence, there exists t such that Ext:(S,, P,) # 0. Thus, rA S, is 
projective-contradicting the hypothesis. 
(iii) Hom,(P, IV’) = 0. 
Let P” E add(P) and W” E add( IV’) be indecomposable. Assume there exists 
a non-zero homomorphism cp: P” + W”. Then q is either a monomorphism 
or an epimorphism by [ 11, 4.1 Lemma]. If cp is a monomorphism, then 
IV” is projective-this is a contradiction. And cp being an epimorphism 
contradicts that IV’ is S’-projective. 
Hence, C z (End P)A x End( W’), z End(l’(P)), x End(r, w’), z 
End(f’(P)@r, IV’),. l 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let A be a connected hereditary algebra and S, be an 
indecomposable, non-projective partiaI tilting module. If T”, S is non-projec- 
tive, then the unoriented valued graphs of C(S) and C(t”, S) coincide. 
4.4. EXAMPLE. Let A be an indecomposable hereditary Nakayama 
algebra, n=n(A,) and P,+P2+ .‘. +P,-,-+P, be the chain of 
irreducible monomorphisms of the indecomposable projective modules, Let 
1~ i < n - 1 and 1 < k < n - i. Using Theorem 3.5 it is easy to see that the 
indecomposable (s;kPi)I-projective modules are Pi for either 1 < j < k - 1 
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or i+k<j<n and rikPj for 1 <j<i-1. Thus, C(z;“P,) is the direct 
product of two indecomposable hereditary Nakayama algebras, one of 
Loewy-length n - i and the other of Loewy-length i - 1. 
5. THE CATEGORY PERPENDICULAR TO 
A PREPROJECTIVE OR F~EINJECTIVE MODULE 
Let @y= r Pi be a minimal projective generator of mod A with each 
Pi being indecomposable. Denote by Ii the injective module with 
sot Ii g top Pi. 
5.1. LEMMA. If Pi is non-injective, then the module 
w,= “; 
i 
P if Hom,(P,, Pi) = 0; 
=A k, P if HOmA(Pk, P;)#O; 
is (zA Pi)l-projective for k # i. 
Proof It is easy to see that PkE (z;‘P,)* if and only if 
Hom,(P,, Pi) = 0. Now assume that Hom,,,(P,, Pi) # 0. Then P, is non- 
injective and Hom,(P,, Pk) = 0. This implies that P, E Pf . Thus, by 4.1, 
z~‘P,E (z;‘Pi)‘. Let XE (z;‘P,)‘. The assumptions imply that there is a 
proper monomorphism Pk-+Pi. Thus, Hom,(X, Pk) = 0. Hence, 
Ext;(r,‘P,, X)=0. 1 
5.2. LEMMA. The module 
if Hom,(P,, Pk) = 0; 
if Hom,(P,, Pk) # 0, 
is I’-injective for k # i. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let A be a hereditary algebra. Zf either S = z;‘P~ or 
S = 7; Ii for some t 2 0, then the valued graph of C(S) is obtained from the 
valued graph of A by removing the vertex i and all edges adjacent to i. 
Moreover, tf W,, . . . . W,- 1 are the indecomposable S ‘-projective modules, 
then there exists a bijection 
n: { 1, 2, . . . . n - l} + { 1, 2, . . . . i - 1, i + 1, . . . . n } 
such that End W, z End Prick,. 
Proof We can assume without loss of generality that A is connected. 
Note that (Pi)’ can be identified with the module category of A/Trace(P,), 
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where Trace denotes the trace ideal. Certainly, this algebra has the claimed 
properties. For non-projective S, it is enough to show the conclusion for (i) 
S, = T;‘P~ and for (ii) S, = Z, by 4.3. If S, = z;‘P,, then S, and the S’- 
projective modules form a complete slice in the preprojective component of 
A and the claim follows immediately. If S, = Ii, then S, and the S’-injec- 
tive modules form a complete slice in the preinjective component of A. 
Thus, the endomorphism-ring of any S’-injective cogenerator has firstly 
the claimed property and is secondly Morita-equivalent to the 
endomorphism-ring of any S l-projective generator. 1 
6. THE CATECXIRY PERPENDICULAR TO A REGULAR MODULE 
Recall that an indecomposable module S, is regular, if r;S is neither 
projective nor injective for any z E Z. Any indecomposable regular module 
S, is contained in a wing of length r (r 2 ql(S)). This has been shown for 
the wild case in [16] and for the tame case in [6,7]. The set-up for this 
section is as follows: Let S, be an indecomposable regular partial tilting 
module and 
s,+s,+s,+ ... +sy-~2ssy~,‘sq=s (1) 
be a maximal chain of irreducible monomorphisms. Set S= @ y=, S,. From 
Section 3 we have: 
(i) q = 41(S) d n(A,). 
(ii) There exists a chain of irreducible epimorphisms 
Sm-+Sm-,+ ... +sy+2+sy+l+sq=s (2) 
with m>q++, S,E,!? for q+l <kQm, Ext:(S,,S,)=O for q<kd 
m - 1, and Ext:(S,, S,) # 0. 
Our interest is the algebra 
c = C(3) 
whose module category is S’. The algebra C is of finite representation 
type, since S, is a C-module with non-trivial self-extensions. Thus, C is 
tame, if A is so. Let us derive an interesting result of [ 13, Theorem 2.61, 
which generalizes Ringel’s result that any regular representation of a 
bimodule has non-trivial self-extensions [ 15, Theorem 31. 
6.1. THEOREM (Hoshino). Let A be a hereditary algebra and let S, be 
an indecomposable r gular partial tilting module. Then ql(SA) < n(A,) - 2. 
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Proof If ql(SA) = n(A,), then C= 0 and if ql(S,) = n(A,) - 1, then C 
is a division algebra by [ll, 4.1 Lemma]. Thus, in both cases C is 
representation-finite, contradicting our previous observation. fl 
Remark. The bound n(A,) - 2 is best possible. In the tame case it is 
attained by algebras of type B,,, c,, WE, and some algebras of type A,. 
The path algebra of the quiver 
is a wild hereditary algebra, which has indecomposable regular partial 
tilting modules of quasi-length n - 2. Note that the bound is not always 
attained. For example, the quasi-length of any indecomposable regular 
partial tilting module over the “m-subspace problem”-algebra is equal to 1, 
as follows from [S, Lemma 1 and Lemma 23. 
6.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be a connected hereditary algebra and S, be an 
indecomposable regular partial tilting module. Then C(S) is connected. 
Proof Let C = C(S). Note that S, is an indecomposable C-module. 
Hence, to show that C is connected, it is enough to show that this module 
is sincere. Assume first that S, is a sincere A-module. Let Wi be an 
indecomposable ,!?I-projective module. If Hom,( Wi, S,) = 0, then 
Hom,( Wi, S) = Hom,( Wi, S,, i) = 0 by 3.6f. Hence, Wi is projective by 
[ 17, 4.1.11, contradicting the assumption. Thus, S, is a sincere C-module. 
If S, is not A-sincere, then, in particular, A is wild. Hence, there exists an 
integer z such that r;S, is sincere [4, 1.3 Proposition]. Since 
C( @ t i z> S,) is connected, the algebra C is connected by 4.3 and 3.5. 1 
Recall that the Grothendieck group K,(A) is embedded in the n(A,)- 
dimensional rational vector space &(A, Q) = K,(A) 0, Q. The 
equivalence-class of the module X, in &(A, Q) is denoted by [Xl. The 
(non-symmetric) bilinear form (-, -)A on &( A, Q) satisfies 
([Xl, [ Y])A = dim, Hom,(X, Y) - dim, Exti(X, Y) 
for all X, YE mod A. The associated quadratic form is denoted by qA . The 
next result is taken from [4, 2.1 Proposition]. 
6.3. PROPOSITION (D. Baer). Let A be a connected wild hereditary 
algebra and X and S be indecomposable regular modules. Then there exist 
integers N and M such that 
([z’,S], [X])A>O forall j<Nand (3) 
([zjAS], [X]>A<O forall j>M. (4) 
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6.4. COROLLARY. Let A he a connected wild hereditary algebra and % he 
a regular component of T(A). For each z E Z there exists X E V with 
9a(CXI)<z. 
Proof: Let X, E W be quasi-simple and X,, , -+ A’, + X, 1 --f . . . -+ 
X, +X, be a chain of irreducible epimorphisms. Then [X,, ,] = 
[~:a%‘,] + [Xj] = [TAX,] + [X,1. Thus, 
qA(CXj+II)= <[ITix,I, [X,1>, +qA(CXjI). 
Let A4 E Z satisfy ( [TL A’,], [X, ] )A < 0 for all j 3 M. Thus, the sequence 
(qA(CXjl))l>maxjM,O) 
is strictly decreasing. 1 
6.5. THEOREM. Let A be a connected hereditary algebra with indefinite 
quadratic form qA. Let S, be an indecomposable regular partial tilting 
module and C= C(S). Then qc is indefinite. 
ProoJ Let X be an indecomposable regular module with qA( [Xl) < 
-1. The set of all N’s which satisfy the inequality (3) is bounded from 






Set y=x-as. Then (s, Y)~=O and 
qA(Y) = qAx) - u<x, s),4 G q/Ax) = 9.4(CXl) G - 1. 
From [ll, 4.3 Lemma] it follows that 
is an (n(A,) - l)-dimensional subspace of &,(A, Q). Certainly, qccsj(x) = 
qA(x) for all XE &(C(S), Q) by 2.1. Note that 3.6b implies an orthogonal 
decomposition 
K”(C(S), Q) = &(C a) 1 WQ Q), 
where D = End( @:I: S,),. The restriction of qccsj to K,(C, Q) is qc, 
while, according 3.6g, the restriction of qccsj to the second summand is 
positive-definite. Thus, there exists y’ E K&C, Q) such that q,-(y’) < 
4ccs,(Y) = 4/4(Y) G - 1. I 
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Remark. The theorem provides another reduction procedure for the 
proof in [15] that a hereditary algebra with indefinite quadratic form is 
strictly wild, similar to that of [S]. One needs that any such algebra with 
n(A) 2 3 has a regular partial tilting module, which has been shown in 
[ 18,5]. Then, applying the theorem (n(A,) -2)-times gives an embedding 
of the module category of a bimodule with indefinite quadratic form. into 
mod A. 
From 3.7 follows: 
6.6. LEMMA. If T’ is a preprojective tilting module over C(S), then 
T’ @ S is a tilting module. 
6.7. PROPOSITION. Let A be a connected hereditary algebra with 
n(A,) > 3. Then A is wild if and only if there exist infinitely many Morita- 
classes of tilted algebras of type A. 
The structure of f(C) induces an Auslander-Reiten structure on Sl: 
A module X, is called S’-preprojective, if XE S’ and the C-module X 
is preprojective. Analogously, S’-regular and S I-preinjective modules 
are defined, as well as S’-irreducible homomorphism (epimorphism, 
monomorphism) and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of S’. 
6.8. LEMMA. If Exti(S,+ , , S,, ,) = 0, then S,, , is S’-quasi-simple. 
Proof. Certainly, the irreducible epimorphism JK S,, 2 + S, + 1 is S’- 
irreducible. Let CI: X + S, + 1 be S’-irreducible. Then a factors over 
s P+z@ zA S in mod A. Since Hom,(X, zAS) = 0, a factors over rt. Thus, 
S 4 + 1 is S’--quasi-simple. 1 
Now iterating along the W(S)-injective modules one gets from 
[ 10, Sect. lo]. 
6.9. PROPOSITION. Let A be a connected tame hereditary algebra. Let S, 
be an indecomposable regular partial tilting module contained in a tube F of 
period p. Then S’ has precisely the following Auslander-Reiten components: 
(1) The A-preprojective modules in S’ form one component, which is 
preprojective. 
(2) Each tube in mod A, which does not contain S, is a full component 
of S’. 
(3) The modules in S’ n F form one component, which is a tube of 
period p - q. 
(4) The A-preinjective modules in 3’ form one component, which is 
preinjective. 
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7. TILTING MODULES WITHOUT PREINJECTIVE DIRECT SUMMANDS 
7.1. LEMMA. Let A be a hereditary algebra. Let S, and U, be indecom- 
posable regular partial tilting modules with 
s, -+ s2 -+ . . -+s,_,+sy=s (1) 
a maximal chain of irreducible monomorphisms and 
u m+,‘Um”U*-,’ ... -+u,+u,=u (2) 
be a chain of irreducible epimorphisms, uch that only U, + 1 has non-trivia/ 
self-extensions. Set S= @y=, S,. If U E S’, then the following statements 
hold true: 
(a) If S, E W(U) for some t < q, then SE W(U) and U is S-l-regular. 
(b) If U is S’-preprojective, then W(U) c 3’ and there exists 
some k d m, such that U, E s’ for all l<k and Hom,(U,,S)r 
DExt:(S, u,+,)#O. 
(c) If U is S’-preinjective, then W(U) G 3’ and there exists 
some k dm, such that U, E S’ for all l<k and Ext:(U,, S)r 
D HornAS, U,+,)#O. 
Proof (a) If S+! W(U), then there exists k < q - 1, such that 
Hom,( U, S,) # (r-contradicting 3.5. Thus, SE W(U). Let 
v,+ v,-+ ... -+ V,-l-+ v,=u (3) 
be a maximal chain of irreducible monomorphisms. There is a chain of 
irreducible epimorphisms 
‘i= vi+Si-I + "' +s,+, +s,=s 
for some i> q + 1. Now S, E s’ for q + 1 ,< k < i by 3.6h. Certainly, 
Vr E 9(s) for f < r. The chain of epimorphisms (see 3.2a) 
Hom,(U,t,S)-+Hom,(V,_,,z,S)+ ... -+Hom,(Vi+,,r,S) 
shows that V,E 3’ for i+ 1 Q 1 <r. The irreducible monomorphisms 
between Vi and U are ??I-irreducible. Thus, U and Si are in the same 
Auslander-Reiten component of sl. 
(b) From (a) it follows that S,$ W(U) for all t < q. Thus, 
W(U) c 3’ by 3.4. Since U is .!?I-preprojective, there exists k <m 
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such that U,ES’ for i<k, but Uk+,$S’. Hence, Uk+,$S’ by 3.5. The 
cokernel of the irreducible monomorphism zA U, + U,, I lies in Sl. Thus, 
Hom,(S, Uk+ 1) z Hom,(S, zA U,) z D Exti( Uk, S); (4) 
Ext:(S, U,, I) g Ext;(S, tA U,) z D Hom,( U,, S). (5) 
Now Ext:(U,, S) z Exti(U,, S,, 1) = 0, using 3.6f and since U, is 
S’-preprojective, while S, + I is S’-regular. Hence, the terms in (5) are 
non-zero. 
(c) Now the terms in (5) are zero, forcing the terms in (4) to be non- 
zero. 1 
1.2. LEMMA. Let A be a connected wild hereditary algebra and TA be a 
partial tilting module with non-isomorphic indecomposable regular sink sum- 
mands S, and U,. Let S and U be the direct sum of the indecomposable 
W(S)-, and W( U)-projective modules, respectively. If U is S’-preinjective, 
then the following statements hold true: 
(a) W(S)E u’, but no XEW(S) is Ul-preinjective. 
(b) If an indecomposable T> E add(T,) n (S@ 8)’ is not S’-prein- 
jective, then T’ is not Uil-preinjective. 
Proof (a) W(U) E SL by 7.1.~ implies that W(U) n W(S) = 0. Now 
SE U’, since U is a sink summands of T. Hence, SE o1 by 3.5, and 
W(S) c 8’ by 3.4. Let 
U k+l-+Uk+UL---+ **. +u,-,u 
be the chain of irreducible epimorphisms with Hom,(S, Uk+ i) #O from 
7.1~. Now U,,l is U’-regular by 3.6h. Thus, S is not U’-preinjective. 
Since W(S) c 01, any module in W(S) belongs to the same 
Auslander-Reiten component of U I. In particular, no module in W(S) is 
B I-preinjective. 
(b) Certainly, a preprojective (preinjective) module in S’ is 
S’-preprojective (S’-preinjective). Thus, T’ is not preinjective. Moreover, 
if T’ is preprojective, then T’ is S’-preprojective as well as Ul-preprojec- 
tive. Hence we can assume that T’ is regular. Let 
T;+T;-+ ..- -+T;-,+T;=T’ 
be a maximal chain of irreducible monomorphisms. 
Assume first that T’ is Sl-preprojective. Then W(T’) c Sl by 7.lb and 
W(T’) n W(U) = 0. Thus, W(T’) E 0’ as in the proof of (a). By 7.lb 
there exists a chain of irreducible epimorphisms 
T;+, -T;+T;-,-+ ... -+T;,,+T’ (6) 
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with T/ES’ for u<ldk and Hom,(Tb,S)#O. If each T;E~‘, then 
(6) is a chain of 0”-irreducible maps and T; is not O’-preinjective. Thus, 
T’ is not uL-preinjective. Note that T,’ E 9(U) for all I< k by the 
Auslander-Reiten structure of 3’. Thus, if some T,’ $ Dl, then there exists 
a minimal i, satisfying T/E 8’ for 1 d i and Ext:(U, T:, 1) # 0. Now the 
cokernel of the irreducible monomorphism rA T,’ -+ T:, i lies in D1. Thus, 
Hom,(T,‘, U,)zHom,(T;, U)gDExtL(U,t,T/) 
zDExt;(U, T:+,)#O 
and T’ is not O’-preinjective. 
Now assume that T’ is S’-regular. Note that C= C(S) is wild by 6.5. 
Thus, by 6.3, there exists m> 1 such that HomC(rCmT’, T’) #O. There 
exist S’--regular modules X,, and a chain of Sl-irreducible maps 
T’ =X1., A x2 1 El x, 2 -fLX,,--% 
. ..-Le!+ x 
2-J 
._ 1 El--l x,,j -L.+x .-Lx. 2,J I,/+1 h+l, . . . 
...a x2,,-$5 x1,,& x2,-= Xlm+, (7) 
such that Xj,j+ i = r;’ Xi,j with ,uj being monomorphic and &j being 
epimorphic. If all X, j E U I, then (7) is a cycle in D1. In particular T’ is 
D’--regular. The Auslander-Reiten structure of s1 implies that each 
X, Jo 9( 0) and W(Xi,j) n W(U) = a. Now assume that some Xj,j$ ol. 
The first module in the chain, which is not contained in Dl, is some X2,j, 
since Ext:(D, -) is right-exact. Note that Ext:(U, Xi,j) #O. Then, 
O=Ext:(U, X2,j-1)zExtc(U, X,,jP,)rDHom,(X,,j, U) 
g D Hom,(X2,j, U). 
Let I’: mod A + U’ be the left adjoint of the inclusion UL c mod A. Thus, 
Z’(X2,j) is indecomposable by 2.2. Now I’(pj) #O implies that I’(X2,j) E O1 
by 3.5. Hence, 
0 Z Hom,t(l’(X2,j), U) = Hom,(l’(X2..j), u,+ 1) 
by 3.6f. Thus, the chain of non-zero homomorphisms in D1 
T’“‘X,+-+ X,, 
l”z . . . El--l xl,j-L ,‘(x,,j)- iJ,,l 
assures that T’ is not e’-injective. 1 
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7.3. DEFINITION. Let TA be a partial tilting module. A module 
S, E add( TA) is called special summand of T,, if S, is an indecomposable 
regular sink summand of TA and TA has no S’-preinjective direct 
summands, where S denotes the direct sum of the indecomposable 
W( S)-projective modules. 
7.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be a connected hereditary algebra. Any partial 
tilting module T,, which has regular, but no preinjective direct summands, 
has a special summand. 
Proof. Note that for any indecomposable T’ E add(T) there exists an 
indecomposable sink summand U, of TA and a chain of non-zero 
homomorphisms 
T’+T;-+T;+ .,.T;_,-,T;+U, (8) 
with indecomposable T/ E add(T) [ 11, 4.1 Lemma]. In particular, there 
exists a regular sink summand S,. Let S be the direct sum of the indecom- 
posable W(S)-projective modules. If A is tame, then no direct summand of 
TA is S’--preinjective by 6.9. Now assume that A is wild. If TIeadd 
is S’-preinjective, then T’ is regular and a sink summand UA of T,, 
associated to T’ by a chain (8), is regular and S’-preinjective, since the 
chain (8) is in 3’. The number of O’-preinjective indecomposable direct 
summands of TA is strict less than the number of Sl-preinjective direct 
summands by 7.2. Thus, replacing S by U will lead to a special summand 
after finitely many iterations. 1 
Let us now reformulate Theorem A: 
7.5. THEOREM. Let A be a connected hereditary algebra and T, be a 
tilting module without non-zero preinjective direct summands. Then there 
exists a decomposition 
which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) The category (T”)’ is the module category of a connected 
hereditary algebra H, which has the same representation type as A. 
(b) The module T’ is (T”)‘-preprojective. 
(c) The preprojective component of the algebra End T> is a full 
component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of End T,. Moreover, this is the 
only preprojective component of End T, . 
Proof Set B = End T,. Assume first that A is tame. Decompose 
T= T’ @ T”, with preprojective T’ and regular T>, Then it is easy to see 
481/144/I-5 
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by using 6.9, if necessary several times, that the conditions (a) to (c) are 
satisfied. Now assume that A is wild. Use induction on n(A,). Note that 
the theorem is trivial for a preprojective tilting module T,. This in par- 
ticular covers the case n(A.) = 2, since in that case T, is preprojective by 
6.1. For the induction let n(A,) > 3 and TA not being preprojective. Let S, 
be a special summand of T, and S the direct sum of the indecomposable 
W( S)-projective modules. Then, 
where 9, add(W(S)), while UE SI. Note that S1 = S’ by 3.7. Regarding 
U as a C= C(S)-module, we get by induction a decomposition 
UC = U’O U”, such that (U:)’ in mod C is the module category of a con- 
nected wild hereditary algebra, T(End U;7) has a preprojective component 
9, which is the unique preprojective component of T(End U,), and the 
module UL is (Ul;-)‘-preprojective. Note that (Ug)’ = (Ui@S,)‘. Let 
S 4 + r + S be an irreducible epimorphism. If S, + r is not (U”@ S)‘-prepro- 
jective, then we can take T’ = U’ and T” = U” @ S. Certainly, (a) and (b) 
are satisfied. Moreover, 9 is a full component of T(B). Finally, T(B) has 
no other preprojective components, since T(End U,) has no other. This 
covers in particular the case U” = 0. For in that case Hom,( T’, S, + , ) is a 
regular End T’ module, since T’ is S’-preprojective, while S,, i is 
SI-regular. It remains to consider the case that S,+ i is (ZJ”@$)‘- 
preprojective. Thus, 0 = Horn, (U”, S, + 1 ) z Hom,( U”, S) by 3.6. Hence, 
SE (U”)’ and consequently SE (U”)‘. Certainly, Uz is regular. Thus, 
there exists a special summand S” of U”. Note that S” is a sink summand 
of T. From 
(U”@ S)’ G (sy, (9) 
follows that each indecomposable module in add(U’@ S) is either (S”)‘- 
preprojective or (S”)‘-regular. Thus, Si is an special summand of TA. 
Replace S by S” and iterate that process. Note that at each step the prepro- 
jective component contains all previously derived special summands. Thus, 
the process has to terminate. 1 
The next corollary, announced in [20], has been independently proven 
in [14]. 
7.6. COROLLARY. Let A be a representation-infinite hereditary algebra 
and TA be a tilting module such that the representation type of B = End TA 
is different from that of A. Then T, has non-zero preprojective as well as 
non-zero preinjective direct summands. 
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Proof. For representation-finite B the result has been shown in [12, 
Proposition 2.11. So it remains to show the case that A is wild and B is 
tame. Now Theorem A says that B is strictly wild if TA has no preinjective 
direct summand. If T, has no preprojective direct summands, then D( TA) 
is a tilting module over D(A) without preinjective direct summands with 
End DTDa g D(B). Thus DB is strictly wild and hence B as well. 1 
7.7. COROLLARY. Every tilted algebra has a preprojective component and 
a preinjective component. 
Proof. Let A be hereditary and TA be a tilting module. We shall show 
by induction on n(A,) that B = End T, has a preprojective component. We 
can assume without loss of generality that A is connected and TA is square 
free. If B is representation-finite, then B is directed by [ 17, Sect. 4.21 and 
T(B) is a preprojective component. So we might assume that A is represen- 
tation-infinite. If T, has no preinjective direct summands, then B has a 
unique preprojective component by Theorem A. Thus assume that T, has 
preinjective direct summands. Then there exists a preinjective sink sum- 
mand S, of T, with T, = T’ @ S and T’ E S’. Thus T’ is a tilting module 
over C = C(S) and D = End T& has a preprojective component by induc- 
tion If one of the preprojective components of T(D) is a full component of 
T(B), we are done. So assume that each preprojective component of f(D) 
contains a direct summand of rad Hom,(T, S),. Recall from 2.3 that 
rad Hom,( T, S), = C$ Hom,( T, Y,), 
k=l 
where 0 + rA S + @ r=, Yk -+ S + 0 is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in 
mod A with indecomposable Yk’s. Certainly, each Y, is S’-preinjective. 
Thus, each preprojective component of T(D) is a connecting component of 
the tilted algebra D. In particular, every indecomposable projective 
D-module is contained in a preprojective components of T(D). Hence, 
the component of I’(B), which contains Hom,( T, S), is a preprojective 
component, since it is a connecting component [ 11, Sects. 6 and 81. 
This completes the proof that every tilted algebra has a preprojective 
component. By duality, every tilted algebra has a preinjective component 
as well. 1 
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